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EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS

CHAPTER 5

IMPLICATIONS
What are we to make of all this? The evidence confirms two powerful principles.
First , the profit-seeking private firm is potentially a far superior institution for
efficient production. Second. that productive potential can be tapped only under

THE TERMS OF THE

certain circumstances. Public versus private matters, but competitive versus noncom
petitive usually matters more.62 W\thout a credible prospect of replacement, it is

PRIVATIZATION DECISION

hard to harness private capabilities to public purposes. And meaningful compe
tition is often far easier to praise than to arrange. This discussion of transit system
management contracts, open competition in garbage collecting, Pentagon support
service contracts, and electric and water utilities illustrates some of the ways in
which competition can break down, as well as some of the consequences.
Private contractors may control land, machinery , or other assets that are es
sential to providing some service. Or intangible proprietary assets-inside infor
mation, specific expertise, or even camaraderie with their government counter
parts-can give incumbent contractors advantages that entrench them against
replacement . Or performance may not be sufficiently measurable to inspire real
competition on the basis of value for money.63 Finally, corruption. cronyism.
indolence, or incompetence on the part of government officials could mean that
competition will not exist even when it is technically practicable.
In sum. when a well-specified contract in a competitive context can enforce
accountability. the presumption of superior private efficiency in delivering public
services holds true. Applying private means to public ends can at once lighten

T

HE ROOT human problem of accountability takes on a special form and

a heightened intensity in the public realm . Collective spending decisions are in
eradicably prone to error. When resources flow to an undertaking according to
some criterion other than individual judgments of value, as chapter 2 argued , a
shadow of uncertainty surrounds the worth of the project . Spectacular efficiency
does not ensure expansion. nor does utter failure to create value guarantee ex
tinction . The performance of public functions is similarly problematic. Chapter 3
surveyed the perils plaguing the implementation of public tasks and posited three

the burden on taxpayers, generate more information to inform public choice, and

levels of breakdown in the relationship between the public and its agents: ineffi

conserve public managerial attention for other duties that can 't be delegated. Yet

ciency, opportunism , and self-seeking political activism .

it is just as true, unfortunately, that half of a market system-profit drive without
meaningful specifications or competitive discipline-can be worse than none.

But suppose, for the moment, that our public and private organizations mir
rored the cheeriest of primers on free enterprise and public administration . Gov
ernment employees-although pledged to purposes other than strict cost control
faithfully obey mandates and follow prescribed procedures. Private firms carrying
out government contracts-while willing to earn what profit they can-bid com
petitively and seek to deliver as promised . What considerations should govern
choices between profit-seekers and civil servants in this simpler world? In other
words, for which kinds of tasks does it make sense to contract for results, and for
which to contract for allegiance?
The concepts and evidence presented in earlier chapters invite a few general
izations. The more precisely a task can be specified in advance and its performance
evaluated after the fact. the more certainly contractors can be made to compete; the more
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readily disappointing contractors can be replaced (or otbmuise penalized); and tbe more
narrowly government cares about ends to tbe exclusion of means, tbe strong" becomes
tbe case for employing profit-seek"s rather tban civil servants.

the quality of the job. Suppose that several contractors submit sealed, final bids,

Among these criteria, pride of place goes to competition. Indeed, the others

contractors in mid project . Finally, imagine that the manager has no special insights

durability required of the painting project and can verify by personal inspection
and that the contract leaves the building manager the right to replace incompetent

mostly concern the conditions that make real competition possible. Consider each

into the best way to paint the White House, and does not care whether the

in turn: The task must be defined-in detail and in advance-so that potential

contractor uses brushes, rollers, or spray guns, ladders, scaffolds, or hydraulic lifts,

contractors can make their plans and submit their bids accordingly. Only if per

big crews or small crews, union or nonunion labor, so long as the job is done

formance will be properly evaluated and contractual terms enforced does com

well and on time. In these circumstances, it makes sense to write up specifications,

petitive bidding have much meaning. If profit-seekers fear no penalties for incom

to solicit bids from profit-seekers, and to select the lowest-bidding contractor and

petence, negligence, or other failures to deliver as promised, then the bid process

let her figure out the best way to paint the White House, pocketing the profit if

becomes a contest in fabricating extravagant claims. And the less the government
knows or cares about the means by which the public's business is accomplished,
the looser the rein that can be granted to profit-seekers to devise efficient and
innovative ways of delivering specified results. Conversely, the more uncertain a
task is, the harder it is to measure results, the less the task allows for ongoing
competition, then the less there is to gain by turning to profit-seekers, and the
more there is to lose.
When a task is subject to redefinition, then contracts-the codes that delimit
a profit-seeker's responsibility-may have to be periodically cancelled or renego
tiated. Employing civil servants preserves for government the valuable right to
modify mandates. Contracting for results, in other words, is hard to do well if
results cannot be measured. Such conditions, of course, are notoriously common
in governmental undertakings. I When selecting among competing agents is im
practical or impossible-either because technical reasons preclude competition or
because organizational imperatives dictate continuity-market discipline evapo
rates, and other structures of accountability are required. Finally, if means matter
as well as ends, then the profit-seeker's characteristic advantage in technical inno
vation may lose much of its appeal. 2
In this hypothetical world in which both markets and bureaucracies work well,
in sum, what the public loses by choosing a bureaucratic over a profit-seeking
agent are the cost discipline of competition and the benefits of accelerated inno
vation. What the public gains are control over methods, and the right to change
mandates as circumstances require. Civil servants are seldom inspired or autho
rized to place top priority on cost control. Profit-seekers cannot be expected to
limit prices unless competition requires them to do so, nor to attend-at any
significant cost-to dimensions of value other than those specified in the contract.
Consider one particular public task-applying a fresh coat of white paint to
the White House. Suppose that the building manager can specify the scope and

she does it efficiently .
Consider another public task, protecting the president from aspiring assassins.
Suppose that the presidential schedule is contingent on events and thus frequently
revised, so that neither the amount of protection required nor the conditions of
the task can be specified in advance. Suppose that it is impossible (because of the
variability of the task) or unwise (for security reasons) to distribute bid specifi
cations for a month's worth of bodyguarding; or that only a few firms are
equipped for a job of that scale and sensitivity; or that it would be difficult to
switch security firms after an incumbent contractor masters routines and devdops
relationships with the president and his staff. Suppose too that it is hard to gauge
different degrees of risk short of an actual attack. or to count the number of
assassination plots deterred, but relatively easy to tell if an alert bodyguard is on
the scene. Suppose further that experience has demonstrated the effectiveness of
certain procedures, the departure from which i.s far more likely to degrade security
than to enhance it . Finally, suppose that it matters bow the president is protected,
and many conceivable tactics-keeping all crowds one-half mile away, transporting
the president in an armored car or in disguise, opening fire on all shady looking
characters-are unacceptable. J Under such circumstances, the potential gains from
competitive contracting are swamped by the potential losses. It makes sense to
set up a governmental security organization . to establish rules and standard op
erating procedures for it, and to evaluate agents largely by their fidelity to routine.·
So long as our painting and presidential protection examples remain hypo
thetical, we may as well proceed to imagine the results of alternative choices.
Suppose that the building manager at the White House insists upon civil servants
to do the paint job. With a typical governmental organization, oriented to process
rather than product, the cost would very likely be somewhat higher than with a
contractor selected through competitive bidding. If the building manager hoped
to retain civil service arrangements without sacrificing cost control-and if he were
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security checks, or that specified numbers be minorities or women, then each of

along these lines: The painting staff is unconstrained by routine . Workers are

these process specifications will tend to erode the efficiency advantages of outside

urged to experiment with new methods for painting the White House. Each

contracting. The rationale for privatization is that competition among contractors

worker can propose an approach and each submits a budget . The building man

will inspire more efficient procedures; as their discretion to innovate is restricted.

ager selects the most attractive proposal and appoints its author as leader of the

the benefits of competition are lost. Similarly, if the security director seeks to cut

painting team. If expenise and innovations enable it to do the job for less than

the costs of protecting the president by cutting back on monitoring, eliminating

the budgeted sum, the team gets to keep any excess, with the leader to decide

standard procedures, and offering bonuses to agents who experiment with ways

how it will be shared among the members.5

to foil assassins more cheaply, breakdowns are as likely as breakthroughs. The

Analogously, if the presidential security director strongly prefers private sector

issue, in both cases, is how much cost minimization matters and how well quality

protection services he could, in principle, write a contract enumerating the job

can be measured. The rationale for bureaucracy is control over means, either when

requirements in full. Since the output (protection from a range of imperfectly

means are more definable or observable than ends, or when means are imponant

observable risks) cannot be completely defined or measured, payment would have
to be based in large pan on activity rather than on results. The security firm

ends in themselves.
The point here is to caution against undiscriminating enthusiasm for hybrid

would provide bodyguards to accompany the president as needed-using an agreed

organizations that promise all the vinues of both public and private forms and

upon set of acceptable security tactics-and would be paid for the time and
materials spent on the job. 6

none of the defects of either-"public-private pannerships" or nonprofit organi
zations that suffer neither the narrowness and vulnerability of contracts wit~

But in the case of the White House paint job, the result is a bureaucracy that

profit-seekers nor the clumsiness and diluted accountability of civil-service arrang~

mimics private contracting, and in the case of the presidential protection arrange

ments. There are often major advantages to such hybrids, and it would be wrong

ments, a private contractor comes to resemble a public bureaucracy. The civil

to suggest there is no place for evaluation by results in public organizations, or

service painting contract (as incentives are arranged to achieve low costs and

for specifying inputs and monitoring the activity of private contractors. Nor do
I seek here to pronounce on the proper social role of nonprofit organizations, a

innovation) surrenders control over means. The private sector security arrange
ment (as the contract dictates protocol and specifies activity rather than results)
will lose the vinues of cost-based competition and innovation.

7

major topic outside the scope of this book.
My argument, rather, is that if a task allows for clear evaluation by results.

In other words, tbe fundamental distinaion is between competitive output-based

then the bias should be toward turning that task over to profit-seekers, instead

relationships and noncompetitive input-based relationships ratber than between proftt
seekers and civil servants per se.

of structuring elaborate performance incentives for civil servants. And if a task is

The efficiency gains of competition usually come at the expense of full control

layered with constraints and specified procedures, it may be better to abandon

so delicate and so difficult to evaluate that the contracts that govern it must be

over means and the right to revise mandates without recontracting-and vice

outside contracts and to

versa. There is an inherent tension, that is, between paying for activity and paying
for results . To the extent that civil servants hew to output-based contracts, they

rewards its pension fund managers according to how well their ponfolios perform,

set

up a bureaucracy. The Michigan state government
8

and rightly so: Their relative performance is readily measured. But when the

will tend to shed both the vinues and the defects of bureaucracy and to take on

Veterans' Administration sought

the vinues and defects of profit-seekers. To the extent that profit-seekers contract
to accept instructions, rather than to deliver a specified result, they will tend to

offering bonuses pegged to rapid job performance, some officials took to spending
less than ten minutes on the average case, raising questions about due process

assume cenain fundamental characteristics of civil servants.

and the quality of appraisal. 9 When the federal government launched a program

If the White House building manager insists on the option to change in mid
stream the specifications on the paint job. or reserves the right to suspend work
during unanticipated state functions, or requires that the paint be American made,
or that the workers be unionized. or Republican, or that they be subjected to

to

spur the efficiency of its appeals board by

to offer some two million government workers compensation based in pan on
efficient performance, a senior official declared: "It works with the private sector,
so why not the government?" 10 If performance were as readily evaluated in
government as in business, such a program might make sense. But quality in
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public service tends to be a complex matter. In 1986, Wall Street Journal editorial

servants do not reliably defer to authority or subordinate their own interests to

writers hailed performance-based federal pay as a way to "encourage government

organizational mandates. Profit-seekers do not always submit to the discipline of

employees to do their best." Six weeks later, concerned about due process, they

competition or dedicate their ingenuity solely to cutting costs and improving

denounced as "turning the IRS loose as bounty hunters" a Senate bill that would

quality . And neither civil servants nor profit-seekers can be expected to adapt

give civil servants incentives to pursue delinquent taxes aggressively. I I

passively to public spending decisions without exercising-in their roles as political

A focus on procedure, rather than on product, is not a remediable defect of

principals-their power to shape collective choices.

bureaucracy, but a description of input-based contracts. An exclusive devotion to
measured costs and revenues is not a failing unique to profit-seekers, but is rather
the predictable result of output-based contracts. This is not to say that bureau
cracies cannot be made more efficient, or that profit-seeking firms cannot be made
more broadly accountable, through carefully balanced contracts that tailor the

EFFICIENCY, UNCERTAINTY, AND DISCRETION

mix of incentives to the task at hand. But it does suggest caution in efforts to
make public agencies more businesslike, or .to make private suppliers more re

When citizens express their priorities through the political process, information

sponsive to considerations that are not covered in the contract. Isadora Duncan

about interests is aggregated, imprecise, and only indirectly conveyed to the peo

once suggested to George Bernard Shaw that the two of them owed it to hu

ple-whether civil servants or profit-seekers-who do the work. The mandates

manity to have a child who would combine her beauty with his brains. Shaw

assigned to either type of agent will be based, at best, on honest but error-prone

declined, horrified at the prospect that their joint effort could instead produce the

definitions of the public good. Public officials will tend to specify goals with less

opposite combination-her intellect and his 100ks. 12 A comparable wariness should

precision, monitor work in progress less vigilantly, evaluate less rigorously, and

inform efforts to blend public and private styles of organization.

sanction poor performance less sternly than would the owner of a closely held
firm. These are problems of collective action, not of any particular organizational
instrument .

The choice between profit-seekers and civil servants to perform public duties
hinges on two sets of concerns. The first set is strictly task-specific. Is the product
definable? Can performance be evaluated? Is competition feasible? Can unsatisfac
tory contractors be replaced? Are means important-beyond the broad constraints
of law and morality-or can agents be left to choose the cheapest methods? To
ask whether bureaucrats or private contractors perform better in general is as
meaningless as asking whether, in general, an ax or a shovel is the better tool. It
depends on the job.
But it also depends, of course, on the quality of each alternative. "Which
type?" matters, but "How good?" matters, too; in some cases, it might matter
more. A sharp, sturdy ax might do better for digging a hole than a bent and
flimsy shovel . The second set of issues governing the privatization decision con
cerns how closely each organizational alternative can be expected to approximate
its ideal. This chapter has dealt thus far with idealized scenarios in order to isolate
questions about the respective advantages of we1l-functioning contracts and bu
reaucracies from questions about the tendencies of each to break down. (The two
issues are too frequently confused in policy debates.) But in the real world, civil

But basic accountability problems manifest themselves in different ways de
pending on which organizational form is chosen . These distinctions are explored
here along two dimensions of efficiency . The first concerns getting the right things
done (where civil servants may have an advantage) . The other concerns getting
them done at minimum cost (where the advantage is to the profit-seeker).
Inefficiency in public spending is sometimes rooted in vague mandates that fail
to concentrate resources on the most promising sources of social value. When
vagueness results solely from political officials' negligence or failure of nerve,
shifting from civil servants to profit-seekers may offer a partial remedy. Writing
contracts with profit-seeking agents requires devising specifications by which per
formance will be evaluated. Basing contracts on inputs rather than outputs, con
versely. can leave goals obscure. When political officials find it tedious or distasteful
to spell out the purposes of public endeavors. there is much to be said for the
diScipline imposed by output-based contracts. l l
But what if neither valuable results nor value-creating procedures can be spelled
out in advance? The dilemma presents a choice between two risky options. Public
officials can specify mandates on the basis of incomplete information, which will

II
I
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frequently result in the wrong thing getting done-profit-seekers assigned to pro

Jay gained a vast amount of information that a distant and preoccupied Congress

duce the wrong outputs, or civil servants assigned to follow wasteful or perverse

lacked. He exercised considerable discretion in adjusting the details of the Amer

procedures. Or they can leave mandates open-ended, granting agents some mea

ican position; indeed. he ignored explicit instructions when he judged that Con

sure of discretion. The relative risks of inefficiency due to vaguely defined mandates

gress. had it been privy to the details of the negotiations, would have instructed

versus inefficiency due to badly defined mandates depends on what happens at

him otherwise. The Treaty of 1783 was declared a triumph for America on Jay's

lower levels when goals or procedures are left imprecise. When are agents able to

return-when the motives and machinations of the foreign interests became

fill in the details correctly-that is, to select from within loose mandates those

known-and his shrewd exercise of discretion earned him acclaim.l$ One could

options promising the highest social value? And when, assuming that they are

argue that Jay, as the agent of the American people. was "contractually" moti

able, are they motivated to do so?
Agents are able to refine ambiguous mandates if they appreciate the ultimate

vated to harness his judgment to the public interest, and was duly rewarded for
good performance. But it was an odd sort of contract, feasible only because of

goals to be served and if they command either technical expertise, or insight into

Jay's intrinsic desire to secure the best deal for America. Had he been motivated

context, which their principals lack. A National Park Service wildlife specialist

by self-interest alone, he would likely have balked at the implicit contract of "use

probably knows more than do congressmen about how to encourage a proper

your judgment, and accept evaluation by criteria to be determined later."

balance of species within a park; a Federal Aviation Administration engineer

In circumstances in which good performance can be defined only in retrospect,

knows more about the technical arcana of air-traffic control. Similarly, a school
teacher gains valuable information about context as he becomes familiar with the

an agent faces the risk that circumstances beyond his control (including incoherent

strengths and weaknesses of individual students, as does an infantry officer in the
field as he gathers information about terrain and enemy positions that his rear
echelon superiors lack. In each case, agents are well positioned to efficiently fill

or inconsistent goals) will lead to unfavorable evaluation. Prudent profit-seekers
may well shun endeavors in which their compensation depends so heavily on
chance. It may be possible to write conditional contracts that take into account
unfolding events and assess agents' judgments in light of the information available

in the details of vague mandates such as "maintain ecological balance," "ensure
air safety," "teach the children," or "contain the enemy."I.

at each stage. But such contracts are likely to be cumbersome, expensive to

Suppose the public's agents are equipped to efficiently fill in the details of

immense value of an intrinsic motivation on the part of agents. To the extent

loosely defined mandates. Under what circumstances will they act on that ability?

that higher-level officials can rely on civil servants to exercise discretion in the

One seemingly obvious expedient is to build into their contracts both rewards
for efficient interpretation and penalties for bad choices. But the notion of con

circumstances, mandates can be left open, projects can be adapted as context

adjudicate, and open to interpretive disputes. These problems help to explain the

public interest, based upon the latter's special training or privileged grasp of

tractual incentives to correctly interpret a vague commission seems to contain an

requires; and monitoring costs can be spared. The public's business becomes much

element of paradox. If good performance can be defined, why leave mandates
vague in the first place? And if good performance cannot be defined, how can

easier to accomplish if agents display a combination of informed fidelity to the
public interest, initiative, and integrity that can be summarized by the word bonor,

there be any sensible basis for rewarding and penalizing agents? This seeming
paradox in fact defines cases in which requirements cannot be specified in advanc~
but results can be judged in retrospect. These features, of course, describe much

a term that is admittedly complex, but is also too important to negiect.
Some observers, and especially adherents of the "public choice" school, con
tend that the motives of government workers are uniformly selfish and almost

of the work to be done in the world. They describe a particularly large fraction
of public tasks, where multiple goals and contextual uncertainties combine to
make advance prescriptions far more difficult than judgments after the fact.

uniformly material. This view is demonstrably false-fortunately so, since the
problem of implementing public policy would be immeasurably more difficult if
it were not. 17 Anthony Downs, in his book Inside Bureaucracy, has written that

When John Jay embarked for Europe in 1779 to negotiate an end to the War
of Independence, his instructions from Congress were a mixture of the vague and
the unachievable. During the subsequent four years of wrangling with the British,
French, and Spanish over the terms of America's separation from Great Britain.

the range of motives animating civil servants includes not only power, money,
security, and convenience, but also "loyalty to an idea, an institution, or the
nation, pride in excellent work, and desire to serve the public interest."ls Max
Weber gave "social honor" equal weight with "material reward" in motivating

16
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bureaucrats. 19 By honor I mean that intrinsic sympathy between a civil servant

broader cultural factors. Intrinsic commitment is more likely to arise for tasks

and the goals of his organization, and the propensity to advance these goals

that are clearly important, or surrounded by professional tradition, or charged

without compulsion or certainty of material reward . In a soldier or a diplomat

with moral or emotional significance. Civil servants performing military and dip

honor involves patriotism, in a teacher love of learning, in a judge a devotion to

lomatic functions, or involved in teaching, research, social work, medicine, and

justice, and so on. It is particularly valuable when limited information at the

law enforcement may be highly motivated by honor, as well as the opinions of

policy-setting level requires that agents exercise discretion, and when extrinsic
motivations are difficult to arrange.

omy are less likely to summon such motives. The power of professional honor

their colleagues and the public. Functions with little visibility, prestige, or auton

But even if bureaucratic honor is often useful and sometimes essential, some
complications remain. First, a civil servant may be motivated-however sin

as a bureaucratic motivation also depends on the cultural standing of bureaucrats.

cerely-by a view of the public good at odds ~ith that of elected officials and of

duties faithfully and efficiently earns high social regard and reinforces self-esteem .

the citizenry. Rather than supplementing an incompletely specified mission, then,

But when the civil service commands little prestige-as is generally true in the

discretion informed by an idiosyncratic sense of honor may undercut it. Few

United States today-there is less scope for honor and status as bureaucratic

people would deny that Oliver North and John Poindexter felt themselves to be

incentives.2 1 This point argues for caution in relying on bureaucratic honor to

acting honorably when they arranged for secret arms sales to Iran, for example,

buttress weak formal devices of accountability in this country. At the same time,

but still fewer would argue that the project advanced the national interest .

it suggests that the opprobrium heaped upon civil servants in recent years-further
reducing the potential for honor as a hallmark of public service-erodes our

One might ask why honor should be counted valuable for civil servants but

In many nations civil servants enjoy a good deal of status. Carrying out official

not for profit-seekers. Clearly, we are better off when both sorts of agents display

culture's ability to accomplish these public tasks for which close monitoring and

integrity. If profit-seekers were uniformly honest and public-spirited-as indeed
most of them are-many objections to privatization would disappear. But if profit

extrinsic motivations are difficult to arrange.

seekers dijftT in their devotion to the common good, the more public-spirited of

mension of efficiency-getting the right things done-depend crucially on whether
public officials are technically able to specify mandates in detail and in advance.
If mandates can be specified, but tend not to be, writing contracts with profit

them tend, by the logic of cost-based bidding, to lose contract competitions. If
the honor-bound profit-seeker anticipates spending extra resources to produce
value in excess of what the literal provisions of a contract require, his costs and
hence his bids will exceed those of less ambitious competitors. If his bids do not
reflect such costs, he will steadily lose money and eventually go out of business.
(If the superiority of his performance can be accurately measured after the fact,
he may develop a reputational advantage that will counter this cost disadvantage
in a series of contracts. When regulations require public officials to accept the
lowest qualified bid, however-as is generally the case, and for good reasons
reputation cannot be taken so fully into account.)20
Finally, it is easy but unhelpful to observe that honor among civil servants is

The relative advantages of civil servants and profit-seekers along the first di

seekers is likely to be a useful discipline. But if officials are not equipped to draft
detailed goals, the advantage may shift to civil servants. And in cases where agents
can neither be motivated extrinsically nor trusted to choose efficiently, we must
either abandon the undertaking or resign ourselves to a measure of inefficiency
in its performance. In sum, profit-seektTs cannot be expected to exceed the littTal speci

jicatifms of a contTact. The Ins completely can duties be dtftned in advance, the mfJTe
valuable is bureaucratic bonfJT.

a good thing. A consensus on distributive justice would be a good thing, too, but
it nonetheless remains elusive. To conclude that it helps if bureaucrats are hon
orable does not make them so. Everyone has encountered some civil servants

THE VIRTUES OF OWNERSHIP

strongly devoted to the public interest and others conspicuously free of any such
motive. While it is wasteful to ignore bureaucratic honor where it exists, it may
well be worse to rely upon it where it does not exist . The potential for honor
to bind civil servants depends in part on the nature of the task and in part on

The past several pages have dealt with the efficient specification of public tasks.
The second dimension of efficiency concerns performance. This issue is consider
ably simpler, and the key proposition can be summarized in a sentence: The mfJTe

III
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complete and more fully asserted are ownership rights, the less an organization will suffer
from simple waste.
When those who control the productive organization are owners (or are strictly
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Breakdowns of accountability can involve not rnerely wasteful or rigid or inept
perforrnance, but also politically corrosive opportunisrn .

answerable to owners), the exercise of ownership rights will tend to lirnit randorn
inefficiency. By "randorn" I refer

to

waste, rnuddle, and correctible error, as

distinct frorn breakdowns rooted in the conflicting interests of principals and
agents. This tendency of profit-seeking organizations holds true-albeit with dif

CIVIL SERVANTS, PROFIT-SEEKERS, AND RENTS

ferent irnplications-whether or not contracts are cornpetitive and well enforced.
Owners take up econornic slack and convert it into lower prices or higher quality

The sarne irnpedirnents to enforcing the public interest that allow randorn inef

(if corn petition and official vigilance bridle contractors' profit arnbitions) or else

ficiency also invite public servants to benefit thernselves at their fellow citizens'

into elevated profits (if they do not) . Virtually every proposal urging a greater

expense. To use the econornist's terrninology introduced in chapter 3, agents

role for profit-seeking agents in the public realrn turns on this point and

collect rents when they are paid rnore than the public should have to spend to

rightly so.

get its business accornplished. Civil servants and profit-seekers differ in the types

In private firrns, a layer of rnanagers attuned to profitability has considerable
influence over the behavior of lower-level ernployees. When a firrn is cornrnis

of rents they typically collect and in the rnanner in which they seek thern . These
differences rnatter enough to warrant sorne discussion .

sioned to undertake a public task, the owners (or their agents) translate the external
rnandate to produce goods or services into an internal rnandate to generate revenue
and lirnit costs. There is no truly equivalent function in a public bureaucracy, no
link in the chain of agency relationships where incentives and authority to press
for efficiency are quite so potently concentrated . Civil servants also rnuch prefer
efficiency

to

waste,

to

be sure, but their interest in policing the details of subor

dinate's perforrnance is usually less tangible and less focused . More irnportantly,
public rnanagers usually lack the rights to select and direct subordinates that private
owners enjoy. Civil service regulations, established as barriers against favoritisrn
and corruption, often rnake it difficult to control public workers through selective
incentives or sanctions.22 Multiple rnandates and constraints on rnanagernent, even
if irnposed in sincere efforts to codify the cornplex criteria for public action, rnake
efficiency rneasures arnbiguous and irnprecise.
Profit-seekers are generally rnore rnotivated to e1irninate randorn inefficiency,
then, and less constrained than civil servants in their capacity to do so . Three
points qualifying this celebration of the virtues of ownership deserve ernphasis,
however. First, if the rnanagers of a private contractor are not thernselves owners
and are weakly accountable to owners, there is roorn for the sarne kind of slack
that saps the efficiency of governrnental agencies. Second, profit-seekers rnay
perceive as slack any use of resources that does not boost net revenue, whether
it is sirnple waste or attention to sorne precious public goal that has not been
rnade contractually explicit . Third, random inefficiency is not the only, nor nec
essarily the rnost darnaging, defect to which the collective agenda is subject.

Civil Servants' Rents
A near-universal feature of bureaucracy is lirnits on pay. Even if the relevant
legislators were sufficiently broad-rninded, incornpetent, or corrupt to accede to
his dernands, a deputy assistant secretary in the Departrnent of Agriculture would
be hard pressed to have his salary increased to S I rnillion per year. In the federal
governrnent, and in rnost state and local governrnents, rnany salaries are set
through legislative or adrninistrative guidelines and can only be changed through
forrnal procedures. Indeed, it is unconstitutional to reduce the salary of federal
judges, or to raise or to cut the pay of an incurnbent president. 23
Governrnent pay scales are also quite corn pressed. Lower-level civil servants
sornetirnes earn rnore than their private sector counterparts, while senior officials
generally rnake less.24 It is conceivable, though not very likely, that this pattern
sirnply reflects relative worth : The public sector needs and gets better clerks and
backhoe operators and worse top rnanagers than the private sector. A rnore
plausible explanation is that political as well as econornic considerations affect the
cornpensation of public workers . Ernployees exercise political inRuence to push
up wages and salaries. Public rnanagers have little reason to resist such pressures
and are generally happy to have their subordinates well paid. But governrnent
pay scales are politically constrained to some extent at all levels and are subjected
to intense public scrutiny in the cases of top-level officials and legislators. If average
government salaries were to exceed average private sector salaries. lawmakers would
find it expedient to legislate freezes or reductions. And whenever top salaries
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exceed what the public perceives as reasonable-whatever their relations to top

on a few key subcontractors, then workers or suppliers may be able to lay claim

private sector compensation-there is little to lose politically, and much to gain,
by initiatives to limit them.

to rents in the form of higher wages or prices.
Profit-seekers' rents can be difficult to identify. A highly profitable government

Since cash benefits are limited, civil servants more typically collect rents in the

contractor may be earning rich returns because it is innovative and efficient. Or

form of fringe benefits, pleasant working conditions, congenial associates, unde
manding work loads, security against dismissal, and other types of what econo

it may be collecting rents because it is unharried by competition and able to raise

mists call "nonpecuniary rents." The spectrum ranges from arguably legitimate

for the Energy Depanment are paid on a cost-plus basis, with biannual evaluations

workplace amenities to obviously illegitimate fraud and nepotism. (Roughly one
out of three phone calls placed by federal workers is personal rather than official.

and the opponunity to get bonuses for cost control, quality, and adherence to
environmental, health, and safety standards. Investigations revealed that during

Officials of the Federal Asset Disposition Association apparently made a practice

the years when an Ohio plant was leaking contaminants into the surrounding

of charging the agency for petty personal expenses. Custodians in New York City

area and exposing numbers of workers to radiation, the contractors received more

public schools routinely hired relatives as assistants, disappeared for long periods,
and refused to carry out baSic maintenance.)21

well International received ratings of "very good" to "excellent" on health, safety,

Profit-Seekers' Rents
Civil servants may reap unfair and inefficient benefits when senior political
officials are unable or reluctant to drive a hard bargain with agents on the citizens'
behalf. Profit-seekers collect rents for the same reasons, but in a different form.
One member of the public choice school, which indicts grasping bureaucracy as
the engine of wasteful spending, depicts government agencies as legally sanctioned
monopolies that "yield a relatively large fiscal residuum from which bureaucrats
can indirectly extract wealth. ,,26 The real problem is both simpler and broader.

prices or cut quality with impunity. Private firms that run nuclear-weapons plants

than three-quaners of the maximum possible incentive bonus. Shonly after Rock
and environmental scales (and correspondingly high performance bonuses) for the
Rocky Flats weapons plant it managed, the plant was shut down when a series
of mishaps culminated in the plutonium contamination of three workers. 29
To gather together this section's arguments: Tbe attenuated accountability ofpublic
undertakings invites botb civil servants and profit-seekm to press for excessive benejits.
Civil servants' rents are generally dispersed and largely nonpecuniary. Private contractors'
rents usually come in tbe form of elevated profits. Oummbip incmtives tbat encourage
efficiency also concentrate incentives for rent-seeking.
The potential for self-serving agents to exploit the public, absent well-crafted

Diffused accountability invites agents, however organized, to exploit the public.
At about the same time as outrage was mounting over the lavish perquisites and
minimal performance of many school custodians in New York City, some four

structures of accountability, has one panicularly distressing implication. Suppose
collective duties differ in their suitability for civil service or profit-seeking delivery:

thousand homeless families were housed at public expense in for-profit "welfare

tasks, while for others it is easier to manage civil servants. If rents are richer

hotels." A complex bankruptcy proceeding exposed the finances of one hotel and
revealed that the fees charged for its spanan accommodations yielded profit mar
gins of about 50 percent. 2?

where oversight is weaker, then each type of agent will prefer employment in the
tasks for which it is less suited. Civil servants will find the richest rents in under

Profit-seekers' rents are far more likely than those of civil servants to come in
the form of money. They also tend to be highly concentrated, rather than spread
throughout the organization as 'civil servants' rents normally are. The exercise of

Public officials can more readily monitor and control profit-seekers in cenain

takings in which it is difficult to hold them to account. The stronger or more
cynical the public employees' organization, and the less a task allows for effective
public management, the more tenaciously will civil servants defend their functions.

ownership rights will tend to transform any contractual slack into extra profits
2
and channel it to owners, rather than leaving it as benefits to the employees. •

Profit-seekers will find the richest rents where competition and evaluation tend
to be weakest. The less scope there is for effective competition in a given function,
the more pressure we should expect from aspiring profit-seeking agents to shift

This will not be the case, however, when ownership rights are weakly defended.
If nonowning managers enjoy substantial autonomy from dispersed shareholders,
rents may take the form of inflated salaries and elaborate perquisites rather than
higher profits. If the company work force is organized, or if the firm is dependent

that function from public to private supply. In the case-by-case choice between
forms of organization, i~ shon, the material interests of agents run counter to
those of the public at large.
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motive to push for more low-income housing. If a Securities and Exchange Com

AGENTS' INTERESTS AND THE POLITICS
OF PUBLIC SPENDING

mission lawyer knows that he can easily find a comparable job in the private
sector, his vote will probably not depend on candidate proposals concerning
securities law enforcement . In practice, of course, nearly everyone would rather

In earlier chapters, it was emphasized that the public spending agenda is inescap

IIIIII!
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!

not lose his job, and nearly every contractor would prefer more business to less.

ably political and hence vulnerable to manipulation. A citizen's status as a supplier

But it is important to recognize that involvement in public projects does not imply

to some collective endeavor is likely to affect his preferences about public spending

any uniform degree of self-interested support for the budget behind the project.

and his propensity to act on those preferences. Along with his assessment of the
projel.'t's social value, he may take his private benefits (as an agent) into account

A citizen usually takes several factors into account as she decides how, and
how actively, to seek to affect public budgeting. She considers her personal in

as he exercises his rights (as a principal) to shape the common agenda.

terests as a beneficiary of pul:.!ic programs. She considers how varying uses of

The owner of a construction company will consider her prospects for contracts,
as well as her convictions on crime and punishment, as she reflects on a proposal

She examines her tax position to estimate how heavily the burden of public

public funds promise to reflect and to advance her moral and philosophical values.

to build new prisons. An official of the Drug Enforcement Administration will

spending falls on her. She considers as well the likelihood that her political efforts

likely think differently about an antinarcotics initiative than will his neighbor,
even if both are equally appalled by drug abuse. A scientist's sense of national

will have any effect on spending decisions. These factors, along with her own

research priorities will generally have something to do with her own area of

taste or distaste for politics, determine how politically well informed and active
she will be. In general, her interests as an agent will weigh more heavily, relative

expertise. If citizens' personal interests as agents govern their political preferences,

to other factors, the larger are the rents at stake and the greater is the probability

and if such interests are more politically potent-because more concentrated and
better organized-than other interests, they may seriously distort public spending

that her reasonable efforts can influence spending decisions. If economic and

decisions. Self-seeking suppliers (often in coalition with other groups that benefit
disproportionately from public undertakings) may seize control of the spending

rents and nurses do not, for example, we should expect to see doctors, and not
nurses, pushing for looser reimbursement rules and generous government spending

agenda to the detriment of the dispersed and unorganized majority.

on health care.

Of course, the mere fact that an agent's employment interests coincide with
her policy preferences does not mean that the former governs the latter. A citizen's
choice of occupation and budget priorities may reflect the same underlying values.

her situation as a public supplier is especially favorable, or if her other options
are especially bleak. If National Park Service maintenance workers are paid double

institutional factors in the health care industry are such that doctors make large

An agent's rent (and thus, her incentives for political activism) will be large if

A teacher's support for spending on education does not necessarily signal oppor
tunism, nor does that of a doctor for public health care. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration worker whose vote goes to the candidate most com

the going wage, they will be inclined to resist proposals to shrink the park system
or to contract out maintenance work to private firms . A technician who is highly

mitted to the space program probably cannot himself say how much his position
originates in his own enthusiasm for space exploration, and how much in his

skills so that, even if his salary is not particularly high, he would have a lively
interest in maintaining military spending and in opposing disarmament.
There is one qualification to the argument linking the level of political activism

eagerness to keep the job that his enthusiasm led him to select .
A related point is less obvious, but no less important. Incentives to manipulate
the spending agenda arise not from simple involvement in some public undertak
ing, but from the promise of benefits exceeding those otherwise obtainable. If a
laser technician can choose among a number of equally attractive private sector
jobs, he has little stake-as a worker-in public spending on antimissile defense
systems. If the construction industry is booming and government contracts are
no more lucrative than private projects, the building contractor has no material

specialized in designing nuclear warheads would find few alternative uses for his

to the level of rents. Folk wisdom, confirmed by evidence from psychology and
from economics, holds that people regret the loss of a benefit more intensely than
they relish an equivalent gain . This suggests that proteaing existing rents will be
a more potent political motive than seeking prospective rents. Suppliers facing a
spending cutback will react more vigorously than will suppliers aspiring to a
spending increase. The threshold level of rents triggering political activism will be
lower. Moreover, the beneficiaries of existing spending will be more readily iden
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tifiable, and thus more easily organized, than will be the beneficiaries of prospec

The Hatch Act , as well as comparable state and local laws barring federal

tive spending. 30
The likelihood that political influence will be effective depends on the solidarity

workers from most partisan activities, forbids or strictly limits civil servants' do
nations of their time to campaigns. Campaign finance laws limit the levels of

and organization of interested agents (and their potential allies) and on the in

financial contributions by profit-seekers. The influence that agents can exert on

struments of influence to be employed . One obvious way that citizens affect

spending decisions through campaign support depends on the relative effectiveness

spending is through their votes . A supplier may vote for the candidate promising

of these constraints, as well as on the willingness of politicians to tailor their

the largest (or most reckJessly disbursed) budget for the program from which he

spending proposals in order to obtain campaign support, and-not least impor

benefits. Whether he uses his ballot in this way depends both on the benefits at

tantly-on the political potency of the campaign resources each type of agent can

stake and on the candidate's capacity to effect the relevant budget if elected .

deliver. One particularly interesting question is how politicians value votes (which

The greater is the propensity of suppliers to vote their interests, and the more
suppliers there are in the electorate, the more heavily will their votes weigh on
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civil servants can more readily supply) relative to money to use in search of votes
(which profit-seekers can more readily supply).

budgetary politics. I have argued that profit-seekers' rents tend to be concentrated,

Finally, suppliers can seek to shape public spending through bribery or other

while civil servants' rents are dispersed. In the case of the civil service, then, many

illegitimate forms of influence. Civil servants and profit-seekers will differ in their

people will have some motivation to influence spending decisions. In the case of

propensity to bribe officials in the same way as they differ in their propensity to

a profit-seeking organization, a few people will have strong motives to defend their

donate money to campaigns. If a profit-seeker has large rents at stake, and if he

benefits with their votes. If all the rents available in some public budget go to the

is undeterred by moral scruples or the threat of discovery, he may be inclined to

owners of the profit-seeking contractor, lower-level workers will have little passion

devote significant sums to induce officials to boost spending, to increase available

for voting to preserve or to increase the budget. Some military bases have replaced

rents through looser management, or to steer a contract away from more efficient

their canteens with private fast-food franchises. If the workers in those franchises

or more qualified competitors. Individual civil servants, with smaller rents at stake,

are paid no more than they could get in comparable jobs off the base, they will

should be willing to spend correspondingly less to defend or to expand them

have little financial stake in the size of the defense budget-although the franchise

probably too little to corrupt a politician. Civil servants may have reason to

owners would.
Another instrument of political influence is campaign support. Suppliers can

attempt to pool their resources into a more impressive bribe, but such an ar

attempt to influence the spending positions of public officials, or to affect the

Thus, task by task, and jurisdiction by jurisdiction, the privatization decision

rangement would be difficult to organize and to enforce in secret. 3 1

electoral prospects of sympathetic candidates, through donations of time or money

should be biased against contracting when campaign contributions are important

or other resources. Campaign support, unlike voting, can be calibrated to match

factors in budgetary politics, or where corruption is difficult to detect or deter.

the intensity of a donor's interest in an election . A citizen with a moderate

Where corruption is uncommon and campaign finance laws limit the political

preference for one candidate can wear a lapel pin or display a bumper sticker. As

potency of monetary contributions, on the other hand, the votes of civil servants

the intensity of her preference rises, she can attempt to influence the votes of her

may present a greater threat to the integrity of public spending decisions and
privatization is correspondingly more promising.

friends and relatives, work on phone banks at campaign headquarters, and canvass
door to door. Financial contributions can be varied with even greater precision.
Interested civil servants, while numerous, will each be willing to make only
relatively small contributions. There will be fewer ready contributors with profit

To summarize this chapter's main arguments : The more precisely a task can

seeking suppliers, but each contribution is likely to be larger, in line with the

be specified in advance, and its performance evaluated after the fact, the more

rents at stake. Since there are physical limits on the time anyone person can
donate to a campaign, and since the owners of firms involved in government
contracts may tend to place relatively high values on their time, contributions

certainly contractors can be made to compete; the more readily disappointing
contractors can be replaced (or otherwise penalized); and the more narrowly gov
ernment cares about ends to the exclusion of means, the stronger the case for

from profit-seekers will usually be in the form of money .

employing profit-seekers rather than civil servants. The fundamental distinction,
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however, is between competitive, output-based relationships and noncompetitive,
input-based relationships rather than between profit-seekers and civil servants p"

PART THREE

St.

Profit-seekers cannot be expected to exceed the literal specifications of a con
tract. Thus, the more difficult it is to define mandates in advance, the more
valuable becomes bureaucratic honor.
The more complete and more fully assened are ownership rights, the less an
organization will suffer from simple waste. But the attenuated accountability of
public undenakings invites both civil servants and profit-seekers to press for ex
cessive benefits. Civil servants' rents are generally dispersed and largely nonpe
cuniary. Private contractors' rents usually come in the form of elevated profits.
The ownership incentives that encourage efficiency also concentrate incentives for
rent-seeking. And suppliers' motivation for political opponunism depends on the
rents at stake. The more imponant are votts compared to other instruments of
political influence, the greater becomes the capacity of civil servants to warp
spending decisions. The more imponant are campaign donations and bribes, the
greater becomes the capacity of profit-seekers to diston the budget process.

CASES AND CAUTIONARY
TALES

CHAPTER 10

THE (LIMITED) PROMISE
OF PRIVATIZATION

T

WO CONCEPTS share the same word-pri••tization. The first concept

(which might, even less euphoniously, be called "desocialization") involves re
moving cenain responsibilities, activities, or assets from the collective realm . This
is the chief meaning of privatization in countries retreating from postwar,
postcolonial experiments with socialism, as they separate factories, mines, airlines
and railroads from public control. The United States, for most of its history, has
so tenaciously resisted collectivism that there is not much of a socialized sector
to dismantle, however favorable the political winds may be. This book deals
mostly with the second meaning of privatization: retaining collective financing
but delegating delivery to the private sector. Here there has been a great deal of

discussion and experimentation at all levels of American government, and the
trend bids fair to continue. Is this good news?
There is a large element of nonsense in the privatization debate. Proponents
are fond of invoking the efficiency that characterizes well-run companies in
competitive markets and then, not troubling with any intervening logical steps,
trumpeting the conclusion that private firms will excel in public undenakings as
well. To go from the observation that private companies tend to do what they
do better than public agencies, to the assenion that companies should take over
the agencies' duties, is rather like observing that the clients of exercise spas are
healthier, on average, than the clients of hospitals, and concluding from this that
workout coaches should take over for doctors. Public tasks are different, and
mostly harder.
At the same time, it is perverse to reject privatization simply because some
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enthusiasts favor it for the wrong reasons. Even for those who believe in govern

When it works well, privatization can boost efficiency through accelerated

ment-perhaps especially for those who believe in government-any opportunity

innovation, more appropriate technologies or management styles, or a more sen

to serve the public interest more efficiently warrants respectful appraisal . Govern

sible scale of operation. It can clarify the public purpose by passing mandates

ments in the United States spend roughly half a trillion dollars per year paying

through the focusing filter of explicit contracts. It can allow for more flexibility

public workers to deliver goods and services directly. If only one-quarter of this

and variety in public services, spare public managers from occupying themselves

total turned out to be suitable for privatization, at an average savings of, say, 25

directly with peripheral functions, and improve spending decisions by highlighting

percent-and neither figure is recklessly optimistic-the public would save over

costs. When it works badly, of course, privatization can muddy public finance,

S 30 billion. The prospects of government spending that much less, or of being
able to do that much more, should appeal to Americans of whatever political
leanings.
An openness to privatization by no means implies contempt for government
bureaucracy. Productive efficiency is simply not the cardinal virtue of civil service
organization. Public agencies characteristically are structured to guarantee due
process and administrative fairness, to ensure that all considerations get proper

make public management more complex and awkward, strip away vital dimen
sions of the public purpose that are hard

to

pin down contractually, transfer

money from public workers to contractors without any savings to the collective
fisc, allow quality to decay, and increase costs. Previous chapters have presented
ample evidence of both the bright side and the dark side of privatization, and
have, in the process, offered some lessons.

weight and that no citizen's rights are violated . Governmental institutions hew
to these values for excellent reasons. But such an orientation is at odds with the
unencumbered administrative flexibility and concentrated decision-making au
thority that allows for the fastest technical adaptation and the greatest devotion

SPECIFICATIONS, PROCESS, AND COMPETITION

to cost control. Different organizational designs have different virtues and defects.
The trick is to match the design to the task, choosing civil servants where pro
cedural fairness matters most, choosing profit-seekers where productive efficiency

The first lesson seems simple enough, yet it often goes unheeded. If government

matters most.

does not specify what it wants from suppliers, or does not evaluate what it has

A related issue concerns our culture's capacity for public management. While

received, it should not expect to get what it needs. Many municipal services are

different citizens would put different items on the list, most would agree that

readily definable and easy to measure and evaluate, which explains the encouraging

certain functions-defending the commonwealth, managing criminal courts, ad

findings of chapter 7. But prison management, by and large, is not. The lesson

ministering the tax system-can only be performed by public organizations and

is most poignantly illustrated by the Job Training Partnership Act, where the goal

must be performed well. Are such duties likely to be discharged better, or worse,

is to enhance the productive capacity of disadvantaged citizens. Numerical stan

if we seize every opportunity to delegate other tasks to outside suppliers? In other

dards define expectations for graduates' employment and earnings. But private

words, are the essential resources of good public management-dedicated officials,

trainers are free

alert investigative reporters, the citizenry'S attention and patience, legislative

eligible population. Contractors, in effect, are allowed to choose between making

oversight time, and so on-constrained and exhaustible? Or does our public man

skill-deficient citizens employable, or selecting citizens who are employable in the

to

select a very few participants from a very large and diverse

agement expertise grow through practice? Should we worry more about wasting

first place. So loosely drawn a contract leaves ample room for waste, inefficiency,

our capacity to run good bureaucracies, or about letting it atrophy? There are

and arrangements that in many other contexts would invite the label of fraud .

defensible arguments either way. Of course, if government reserved for itself only

The second lesson concerns the burden of process. The privatization movement

the messiest, most failure-prone undertakings, privatizing everything else, the con

is propelled in part by the longing of public officials to escape bureaucratic com

sequences for civil servants' morale and reputation could be crippling. But on
balance, the cause of good government would be better served by delegating

plexities, substituting the supposed simplicity of arm's-length contracts. Chapter

when it is possible to delegate, and by concentrating the attention of public
managers on tasks that are central to the mission of governance.

6, on military procurement, demonstrates at (perhaps discouraging) length how
very complicated contracting can be. Perhaps the most common error in thinking
about privatization is to concentrate on potential efficiency gains without consid
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ering, in the laborious detail required, how to realize this potential. Vague calls

book . Does the "contract" between the government and the profit-seeker accu

for careful legal draftsmanship and monitoring beg the question. Even when the

rately specify the community's goals and reflect the community's values? Is it

private sector enjoys an overwhelming technical edge, in short, harnessing private

precise enough to permit meaningful bidding? Is competition possible throughout

energies to public purposes can be a difficult exercise in contractual architecture.

the project? Will the contract be enforceable-and enforced? Are profit-seekers

(While the evidence is not yet in, it seems a safe bet that some jurisdictions

dangerously well placed, or especially well motivated, to influence spending

opting for private prisons will discover contracting to be more onerous than they

decisions?

had anticipated, while others will discover. to their dismay, the consequences of
inadequate structures of accountability.)

Calls to improve public education through private sector involvement arise
periodically, and it is hard to contemplate the current state of American schools

The third lesson concerns the cardinal importance of competition. Organiza

without sharing the general sentiment for reform. Yet experiments with educa

tions (including public ones) that must match the pace set by ambitious rivals are

tional contracting have been mostly discouraging. In some cases, for-profit orga

virtually always more efficient than organizations (including private ones) that are

nizations showed no efficiency edge; in others, profit-seekers proved all too adept

secure against challenge. Most of the kick in privatization comes from the greater

at concentrating their efforts on the narrow performance indicators covered in

scope for rivalry when functions are contracted out, not from private provision

the contracts while ignoring other dimensions of educational quality.6 The prob

ptr

lem is that higher math test scores, fewer dropouts, more frequent recitations of

st. The evidence is overwhelming that where corruption. negligence, or the

nature of the service itself undercuts competition, the benefits of privatization

the Pledge of Allegiance, and other such measurable results are not all that we

shrink or vanish. Efforts to compensate by other means for the missing discipline

expect of our schools. "Education" also includes subtler factors that are hard to

of competition will seldom be fully successful. Those public services for which it

specify, harder still to monitor, and this limits the ability of a school district to

is technically or politically impossible to keep contractors in a state of healthy

easily choose the most attractive bidder among education contractors.

insecurity offer, at best, limited potential for privatization .

When a government-insured financial institution becomes insolvent, the regu
lating agency-the Resolution Trust Corporation or the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation-has two alternatives. It can either assume control of the failed

The preceding chapters present a selective, by no means systematic overview

bank or thrift itself, payoff insured depositors. and manage or (more frequently)

of the private sector's role in the public realm. There are countless other examples.

liqUidate the assets. Or it can delegate the task, adding to the assets of the de

Some have been extensively analyzed already, some are too recent to have at

funct institution in order to entice a private firm to take it over. As financial

tracted much comment, and some are rarely recognized to be contracting issues.

institutions failed at a dizzying pace in the late 1980s. concerns arose as to the

City governments have taken to requiring real estate developers to deliver social

terms of the deals between the government and the firms agreeing to subsidized

services and to provide civic amenities as a quid pro quo for zoning variances and

mergers. Were there enough potential buyers to ensure the public a decent

other benefits, a complex and indirect form of contract that replaces public with

deal? Did agreements apportion risk and reward fairly between the government

private services.· Philadelphia has no municipal homeless shelters, relying on

and the private rescuer? When should the government handle failing financial in

contractors (including many for-profit operations) to provide beds (at a per-person

stitutions itself, instead of paying the private sector to take the chore off its
hands?

2

fee) for people who would otherwise sleep on the streets. Several smaller airports
have privately run control towers, and corporate bids to expand the private role

States and localities seek to spur economic development by offering incentives

in the air-traffic control system have been well received by federal officials. J

to businesses, including tax breaks, special water, sewer. and road construction,

Washington has sharply expanded its use of temporary-worker agencies." And

subsidized loans, and even outright grants. Such relationships can be analyzed as

the Department of the Interior plans to contract out for maintenance and tourist

transactions between governments and profit-seekers-subsidies in exchange for

services in some national parks. as well as for the map-making functions of the

providing things the community values-and the propositions developed here

Geological Survey.5
These and other policy issues invite the basic questions that run through this

apply. Do the subsidy programs reflect real community priorities? Are the antic
ipated public benefits-jobs. tax revenues, and so on-well understood and clearly
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spelled out? What provisions are there for monitoring adherence to the terms of

and at the same time to believe that expediency or justice call for an expansive

the deals, and what recourse does each side have if the other reneges?7

common realm. Someone who feels that the government does vital things, but

Among the most -important applications of private means to public ends (and

tends to do them badly. would eagerly seek out ways to privatize the performance

very likely the most complex) is health care, where public financing and private

of collective undertakings. Similarly, there is nothing irrational about the belief

delivery has become the norm. Recent trends in American health care policy can

that governmcnt bureaucracies do what they do '1uite well, but ought to do much

be seen as efforts to refine the terms of the contract between the government and

less of it.

the physicians and hospitals (most of which are private, and many of which are

In practice, though, citizens' views on the ejficiency and on the legitimacy of

profit-seeking) that actually deliver the care. Paying private providers on the basis

governmental undertakings tend to run in tandem. Conservati\'cs typically wel

of inputs, the contractual form that prevailed until the 1980s, gave no incentives

come private delivery of public goods and services as the next best thing to cutting

to economize and, indeed, tempted physicians and hospitals to insist on excessive

them out of the government budget altogether. Most liberals lament private

tests and procedures. Like civil servants, health care providers were managed by

delivery as a retreat from the principle of collectivc action . But the '1uestions

reference to procedures, rather than to results. But unlike most civil servants, the

raised here ought to spark far less ideological passion than do more fundamental

incomes of these providers varied directly with the amount of work they did.

debates about the proper size of government .

Anxious to blunt the incentive to excessive care, governments have attempted to

Yet means might matter. This book has been concerned almost entirely with

link providers' pay more dearly to outputs. Hospitals (and increasingly physicians)

the pragmatic dimension of privatization. If a private organization can do the job

are paid a fixed fee for tending to each malady. This looks more like standard

better, or cheaper, with no fewer positive side effects and no more negative ones

models of contracting with profit-seekers and is meant to inspire efficiency. But

than the public alternative, then private delivery is superior; otherwise, not. In

the link between specified outputs and patients' health remains complex and

the discussion in chapter 8 on private corrections I explicitly assign the symbolic

controversial . The payment system is vulnerable to misuse. And health care pro

dimension a subordinate status, and in most other cases I simply do not deal with

viders retain a good deal of influence over the effective public demand for medical

it. The pragmatic issues are rich enough in themselves to fill many pages, and

care. h

this book is long enough already. And even if we care greatly, for reasons other
than instrumental ones, about how public agents are organized, these concerns
still must be balanced against more mundane considerations. The point was raised
briefly in chapter 8: We might object intrinsically to the idea of prisons for profit,
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but if private prisons turned out

to

be sufficiently cheaper, more accountable, or

more humane than public prisons, most of us would probably set aside our
misgivings. Finally, people might simply disagree about which way the symbolism
Debates over the competence of governmental organizations frequently become
confused with debates over the proper boundaries of collective activity . The issues,
while undeniably related-if the government does very little, there are correspond
ingly few decisions to make about public versus private delivery-are separable.

It is no offense against logic to believe that bureaucracy is inherently inefficient,
• As this book goes to press, it is becoming increasingly dear that the dark side of the profit motive
prevailed during the t 980s at the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the federal
government's privatization pacesetter in the Reagan years. Favoritism and insouciant supervision led
to a gross erosion of accountability in several housing programs. Influence-peddling made a mockery
of competition among suppliers. The size of contractors' rewards lost all connection to the public
value they produced. And the allocation of scarce collective resources-among different programs ,
and across communities-was governed not by any calculus of social needs but by the prospect of
profit for well-connected developers and consultants.

issue cuts. One citizen might feel that providing public goods through civil service
organizations reinforces the communal character of those goods, while the profit
motive would pollute it. Another might feel that to accomplish our common
goals through private institutions affirms our individualistic culture and that
precisely because symbolism matters-Americans should shun bureaucracy. even
when it would be cheaper or more accountable than private contractors. Let that
debate continue.
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•

•

The (Limited) Promise of Privatization
awkwardly . Delegating tasks

to
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profit-seekers can make public action Jess awk

In most of the world . "privatization" means getting the government entirely

ward-more efficient, more accountable. more firmly under the citizenry's con

out of the airline business. or the car business. or the hospital business. while in

trol-when contracts can be dearly written and fairly enforced. and when sup

the United States the term more often refers to the private delivery of goods and

pliers' effortS to affect decisions can be contained . It would be wrong, and wasteful .

services that are still paid for collectively . One can debate at length . for each

to deny the considerable potential of privatization in these cases. But it would be

panicular enterprise. the merits of the first form of privatization . But few would

reckless to claim that private delivery is any sweeping remedy for the fundamental

dispute that selling public assets and repudiating public duties does tend to shrink

complexity of the public realm .

the size of government . There is no cause for confidence that this will usually be
the case with American-style privatization, and considerable reason to suspect that
it will not.
The expansionary appetites and resistance to cutbacks of bureaucratic organi
zations are classic conservative laments. But profit-seeking organizations are usu
ally at least as eager and at least as able to affect the public spending agenda. The
same features of private institutions that concentrate incentives for efficiency
provide for a similarly concentrated interest in exercising political influence. Those
who fear the political might of civil servants and prescribe wholesale privatization
as a corrective have not thought things through .
I have argued that getting the government to do the right things may ultimately
be more imponant than getting government to do things right. In an era plagued
by both straitened public finances and urgent. unmet needs. privatization sum
mons concerns about the composition of government action, and not just its scope.
An unwelcome but all too likely prospect is that aspiring private contractors will
push hardest for privatizing precisely the wrong functions-those where it is most
difficult to write and to enforce contracts, to ensure competition, and to bridle
suppliers' pressures for increased spending. Civil servants, meanwhile, will most
vigorously resist privatization just where it offers the greatest cost savings for the
public.
The pursuit of the common interest requires a carefully designed structure of
accountability that ensures for citizens the best efforts of those who act on their
behalf. This is hard to arrange, and there is no reason to believe that a private
form of organization will always, or even usually, improve accountability . Private
firms in competitive markets are frequently more efficient than government bur
eaucracies, but it is romantic to infer from this tlldt the mere fact of private
organization, without competition and without market tests, leads to efficiency .
The troublesome aspects of government spending. as the early chapters argued .
are rooted in the conflicts and ambiguities of collective decision, not merely in
collective action. This observation summons no conclusions on the proper level
of government activity : Some things are important enough to be worth doing

